
NEXT-GENERATION Conference – 
What next?

We hope you enjoyed the NEXT-GENERATION Flow Battery Conference and 
Networking Event on 11.3.21, hosted by Fraunhofer ICT and the „FlowCamp“ 
project.

Originally designed as a small PhD event with a few guest speakers, the confe-
rence quickly grew to cover different materials, models, concepts and systems 
at the cutting-edge of international flow-battery research.

I appreciate the effort made to use the available  
technology to replicate as far as possible the  
in-person experience.    David Trudgeon, Uni Exeter
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What next for the FlowCamp project?

FlowCamp is coming to an end, but its results will form the basis of both future 
research and commercial products:

  Hydrogen bromine: A mini-stack with two cells and newly developed catalysts, 
membranes and sealing technology has been set up and tested (TRL4). 
FlowCamp partners Elestor and Fraunhofer ICT are working to advance this 
technology further in the EU-funded project MELODY.

  Zinc air: A test cell with newly developed electrolyte formulations, catalysts 
and membranes has been set up and discharged for several hours to show the 
high capacity of the electrolyte (TRL2).The FlowCamp partners are currently 
exploring future exploitation possibilities.

  Organic: A test cell with newly developed electrolytes and membranes has been 
validated (TRL3). FlowCamp partner JenaBatteries is exploring possibilities 
for commercial exploitation of the newly developed membrane with membrane 
producers as well as the up-scaling of numerical models developed by ZHAW. 
Further organic redox couples will be investigated in the CompBat project by 
FlowCamp partner HAS, and in the SONAR project by Fraunhofer and ZHAW. 

For news and publications, check out:
www.flowcamp-project.eu 
linkedin

FlowCamp PhD team, June 2018.

FlowCamp researcher Brenda Cantú (bromine RFB team).
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The conference gave excellent insights into the 
work of upcoming researchers. Great scope and 
variety!    Anonymous, feedback survey

http://www.flowcamp-project.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8867304/


The FLORES projects have received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Grant Agreement no. 765289 (FlowCamp), 
875637 (BALIHT), 875605 (CUBER), 875565 (CompBat), 875613 (HIGREEW), 875524 (MELODY), 726217 (MFreeB), 860403 (Polystorage) and 875489 (SONAR).

What next for the FLORES network?

The 9 projects in FLORES will be collaborating for years to come,  
to exploit synergies and publicise their results. 

Next activities planned
 A joint workshop at the International Flow Battery Forum (July 2021)
 Research contribution to newly-founded Flow Battery Alliance
 Joint lobbying for continued EU-funding in this essential research field

For news, check out our joint LinkedIn group
linkedin Redox flow battery stacks at research plant - Fraunhofer ICT in Pfinztal.

 Much of the presented research is supported by EU funding. 
Between them, the „FLORES“ network of nine EU-funded 
flow battery projects cover a wide range of disciplines. 
This diagram shows the topics of interest indicated by the 
conference participants in their registration forms, and the 
FLORES projects that specialize in each thematic area.
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It‘s exciting to join forces with other EU projects, to 
explore different perspectives and achieve a higher 
impact.    Jens Noack, coordinator of SONAR project

https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=bf&trkInfo=AQGyEIVr8Xu98AAAAXg64_v4WllW0BXE7z15ndEYzgspngQEpAg5ylRAeuUOlOXXZzHugZv4qLP28dtBXo4B4WSdmsnz1J51mbKGXr9YYfMTEfERLNaKL1V0Xpva_EM76nCa508=&originalReferer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fflores-%25E2%2580%2593-network-of-flow-battery-research-initiatives%2F

